Follow the instructions below to complete part I and part II of this assignment; be sure to provide a complete citation for all entries, and to follow MLA citation guidelines as provided in your course lectures and text. This assignment is worth up to fifty points.

Part I
Write two brief paragraphs on two different topics; select and incorporate a brief quote from a different source into each paragraph in support of your topic (you may use a topic that you are thinking about focusing your DN essay on, or you may use a topic from the lecture). Be sure to include the in-text citation as related in the lecture and in your text (Chapter 24).

1. Draft a paragraph on buying a car or eating out, and add a quote from a source with one author to support your position. Follow the guidelines in your course lecture and text for citing the borrowed material (Chapter 24).

2. Draft a paragraph expressing your position on freedom of speech and include a quote from the United States Constitution. Follow text for citation guidelines (How to cite government and legal sources: Historical Document).

https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/constitution-transcript (Links to an external site.)

Part II
"Finding Sources Exercise" 22A (366)
(This is a separate portion of the assignment, which requires you to locate and cite the resources listed below. This is NOT a duplicate of information provided in Part I.)
Pay particular attention to the information in the “MLA list of works cited” section for part II, and create a Works Cited page to include the entries noted below.

Your finished product for Part II should resemble the Works Cited entries in the “MLA list of works cited” section of your text (use the “show me” link for a breakdown of where information goes for each specific type of support source).

Entries should be alphabetized by author/editor last name.

**Submit as Microsoft Word attachments only**